
S H E L T E R  
A S S E M B L Y  

I N S T R U C T I O N S



Raw Materials List

Tin -
9 Pieces

Rod -
8 pieces
1 meter long

Steel Pipe -
4 bent pieces

Wire -
4 pieces of 17.5’ wire
4 pieces of 6’ wire

Tool List

Tin Snips -
2 pairs

Linemans Pliers -
2 pairs

Work gloves -
8 pairs

Jig wire set -
Long jig wire
Short jig wire

Pipe Tool 

Specifications:
11.4 square meters
3.65 meters long
3.17 meters wide
79 Kilograms

124.8 square feet
12’ feet long
10.4 feet wide
174 pounds
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Dimensions of Jig Wires



Cleared Area
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Marked End

Long Jig Wire

Stretch out the long jig wire on one edge of the cleared area.



Marked End

Long Jig Wire

Insert Rod

Insert Rod

Insert Rod

Insert Rod
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•Hammer the Rod .75M into the ground at the marks on the wire.
•Start with the marked end of the the wire
•Only place 4 pieces of Rod

Type to enter text

(pound all rods .75M into the ground, leaving .25M sticking 
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ed 
End

Insert Rod

Short Jig Wire

Long Jig Wire

•Put the long jig wire on the first piece of Rod
•Put the short jig wire on the last piece of Rod
•Where the ends of the 2 jig wires meet, hammer in another piece of Rod  
.75M into the ground
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Marked End

Long Jig W
ire

Short Jig Wire

Insert Rod

•Switch the wires so that the long jig wire is now on the last piece 
of Rod and the short jig wire is on the first Rod.
•Again, where the ends of the wires meet, hammer in another 
piece of Rod .75M into the ground.
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Insert Rod

Insert Rod

Marked End

Long Jig Wire

•Connect the marked end of the long jig wire to one of the pieces 
of Rod on the unfinished side and stretch the wire to the other 
piece of Rod on the other corner of that side.
•Insert the remaining 2 pieces of Rod at the marks on the jig wire, 
.75M into the ground.
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•Measure a hands length of wire 
past the rod

Twist Wire Loops

•Twist wire 2 times around rod

•Twist wire 2 times around itself

2 twists

2 twists
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Short Wires

Long  Wires

•Put the loops on the short wires over the 4 pieces of rod on one side
•Put the loops on the long wires over the 4 pieces of rod on the other side
•Slide the wire loops all the way to the bottom of the rods
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•Using 2 people, one on each end, slide the ends of the pipe onto the 
rods that are directly across from each other
•Repeat until all four pieces of pipe are connecting all four rods
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Overlap x 2

•Place the pieces of tin on the pipe structure one at a time 
starting on one side
•The pieces should overlap with the upper piece resting on top of 
the lower piece(so that water will flow directly off of the structure 
instead of inside)
•The pieces should overlap exactly 2 valleys or dips or low places 
in the corrugation 
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Cut

Fold

•After overlapping 2 sheets of tin, use the tin snips to cut a tab that 
goes through both sheets on the edge of the overlap area.
•Fold those cut tabs together back against the tin sheet
•Repeat this process on both ends of each tin sheet
•Add another sheet of tin
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Overlap for rainOverlap for rain

•Repeat this process until you reach the top, center sheet

•When you start coming back down the other side, remember 
that the lower sheets should be under the upper sheets.

•You can adjust the amount of overlap on the last piece so that 
the edge of the tin sheet is as close to the ground as possible 
without touching it.

•When you finish placing all the pieces of tin, look at the edges 
of the tin and see how they line up with the pipe hoop. You 
may need to push the tin around a little to make sure that it is 
lined up straight and even on both sides.
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•Throw the long wire over 
the shelter to the other side

•Wrap the short wire one 
time around the pipe tool

•Connect the end of the 
long wire to the end of the 
short wire with two loops 
that are twisted back and 
around itself at least 2 times. 

•To tighten the wire, grab the 
pipe tool and twist it so that the 
wire wraps completely around 
the pipe and tightens.

•The wires should be snug, but 
not too tight.  This should only 
require 2-4 complete turns of the 
pipe tool.

•Be careful not to over-
tighten!
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•For extra support in high wind areas, additional Rods and wires are 
recommended. 
•Wire can be attached to the top of the outer support pipe at the 
opening on each end.
•Hammer the rods into the ground at an angle so that the top points 
away from the shelter and connect the wire.
•Mark or cover the stake to prevent a tripping hazard 

Insert Rod Insert Rod

Wire
Wire
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Congratulations! 
Let us know when you have completed your shelters

info@portalbikes.org

mailto:info@portalbikes.org
mailto:info@portalbikes.org

